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Abstract: Visual cryptography (VC) is a kind of secret image sharing scheme that uses the human visual
system to perform the decryption computations. Contrast is one of the most important parameter in visual
cryptography schemes. Usually, the reconstructed secret image will be darker than the original secret image.
Additional pixel patterns are used to improve the contrast of the reconstructed secret images. The proposed
scheme applies filterto reduce the noise and to improve the contrast in the reconstructed secret images.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Visual cryptography is a cryptographic
technique, which allows visual information to be
encrypted in such a way that decryption
becomes a mechanical operation, does not
require any computational complexity.
Digital information and data are transmitted
more often over the Internet now than ever
before. The availability and efficiency of global
computer networks for the communication of
digital information and data have accelerated the
popularity of digital media. There is a great need
to handle information in a secure and reliable
way. In such situations, secret sharing is of great
relevance.
The basic idea of secret sharing is to divide the
information into pieces, so that qualified subsets
of these pieces (shares) can be used to recover
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the secret. Intruders need to get access to several
shares to retrieve the information and also to
destroy the information. Secret sharing is very
essential whenever secret information needs to
be kept collectively by a group of participants in
such a way that only a qualified subgroup is able
to reconstruct the secret. Secret sharing is also
useful if the owner of the secret does not trust
any single person [1].
Visual cryptography (VC) implements secret
sharing for images. Too much loss of contrast
causes problems in the reconstruction of the
original image.
Filters transform pixel intensity values to reveal
certain image characteristics like improves
contrast, removes noise and detection of known
patterns.
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This paper describes additional pixel patterns for
white pixels to enhance contrast and application
of filter to reduce noise and improve contrast in
the reconstructed secret images.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Much work has been done in visual
cryptography schemes. In visual cryptography
[2], they proposed a new type of cryptographic
scheme, which can decode concealed images
without any cryptographic computations. The
scheme is perfectly secure and very easy to
implement. This is similar to a one time pad in
the sense that each page of cipher text is
decrypted with a different transparency. The
drawback of this proposal was a loss in contrast:
a black pixel is translated in the reconstruction
into a black region, but a white pixel is
translated into a grey region (half black and half
white).
Thomas Monoth and Babu Anto P [3], they
proposed a visual cryptography scheme to
encode a black and white image into the same
size shares as the secret image. In addition, an
improved method for the generation of shares is
proposed using additional matrix. Visual
cryptography method for encrypting printed
texts, handwritten notes, and pictures are done in
a perfectly secure way, and decoding these data
with the human visual system. The contrast is
the most important parameter in visual
cryptography. Usually, the reconstructed secret
image will be darker than the background of the
original secret image. It achieves better contrast
and reduces the noise in the reconstructed secret
image without adding any computational
complexity. In this technique the number of
white pixels in the reconstructed secret image
can be improve 50% or more. This method
increases the number of white pixels and thus
the contrast of the decrypted image compare to
the conventional VCS.

3. VISUAL CRYPTOGRAPHIC SCHEMES
Visual cryptography, proposed by Naor and
Shamir [4], is one of the cryptographic methods

to share secret images. A visual cryptography for
a set P of n participants is a method to encode a
secret image (SI) into n shadow images called
shares, where each participant in P receives one
share. Certain qualified subsets of participants
can visually recover the SI, but other, forbidden
sets of participants have no information on the
SI.
The VCS describes the way in which an image is
encrypted and decrypted. There are different
types of visual cryptography schemes [5][6]. For
example, there is the k-out- of-n scheme that
says n shares will be produced to encrypt an
image, and k shares must be stacked to decrypt
the image. If the number of shares stacked is less
than k, the original image is not revealed. The
other schemes are 2-out-of- n and n-out-of-n
VCS. In the 2-out -of-n scheme n shares will be
produced to encrypt an image, and any two
shares must be stacked to decrypt the image. In
the n-out-of-n scheme, n shares will be produced
to encrypt an image, and n shares must be
stacked to decrypt the image. If the number of
shares stacked is less than n, the original image
is not revealed. Increasing the number of shares
or participants will automatically increase the
level of security of the encrypted message.
3.1. The Model
Let P = {1, 2,. . . , n} be a set of elements called
participants and let 2P denote the collection of all
subsets of P. Let ΓQ 2P and ΓF 2P, where ΓQ
∩ ΓF = θ .The members of Γ Q are called
qualified sets and members of ΓF are called
forbidden sets. The pair (ΓQ, ΓF) is called the
access structure of the scheme [7].
Define Γ O to consist of all minimal qualified
sets: ΓO = {A ΓQ: A| ΓQ for all A|
A}
The message (secret data) consists of a
collection of black and white pixels. Each pixel
appears in n version called shares, one for each
transparency. Each share is a collection of m
black and white sub pixels. The resulting
structure can be described by an n x m Boolean
matrix S = [sij], where, sij = 0 the jth sub pixel in
the ith share is black.
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sij = 1 the jth sub pixel in the ith share is white.
Let (ΓQ,ΓF) be an access structure on a set of n
participants. A (Γ Q , ΓF, α)- VCS with the
relative difference α and set of thresholds 1≤d ≤
m is realized using the two n x m basis matrices
S0 and S1 if the following two conditions hold:
(1). If X = { i1, i2, ………ip }
ΓQ , then the
0
“or” V of rows i1, i2, ……ip of S satisfies H(V)
≤ d – α*m ; whereas, for S1 it results that H(V)
≥ d.
(2). If X = { i1, i2, ………ip }
ΓF , then the
two p x m matrices obtained by restricting S0
and S1 to rows i1, i2, ………ip are identical up to
a column permutation.
The first condition is called contrast and the
second condition is called security. The contrast
should be as large as possible and at least one
sub pixel over the m sub pixels, that is α ≥ 1/m.
The second condition is called security; it
implies that by inspecting the shares of
nonqualified subsets of participants one cannot
identify whether the shared pixel is white or
black. The collections C0 and C1 are obtained by
permuting the columns of the basis matrices S0
and S1 in all possible ways. The important
parameters of the scheme are:
m, the number of subpixels in a share.
This represents the loss in resolution
from the original image to the shared
one. The m should be as small as
possible. The m is computed using the
equation: m = 2n-1
(1)
α, the relative difference. It determines
how well the original image is
recognizable. This represents the loss in
contrast. The α should be as large as
possible. The relative difference α is
calculated using the equation:
α = | n b– n w | / m

(2)

where nb and nw are the number of black
subpixels which are generated from a black
and white pixels in the original image,

respectively.
r, the size of the collections C0 and C1.
The r is computed using the equation:
r = 2n-1 !

(3)

β, the contrast. The value β is to be as
large as possible. The minimum contrast
that is required to ensure that the black
and white areas will be distinguishable
is β ≥ 1. The contrast β is computed
using the equation: β = α*m.
(4)

4. EXISTING METHOD
4.1. 2-out-of-2 VCS with 4-Subpixel Layout
with Additional Pixel Patterns
The basic idea of 2-out-of-2 visual cryptography
with4-subpixel is to replace each pixel in the
original image with the randomly selected
column matrix from the collection matrix. Let
us, consider a binary secret image S containing
exactly m pixels. The dealer creates two shares
(binary images), S1 and S2, consisting of exactly
two pixels for each pixel in the secret image as
shown in Table 1. If the pixel in S is black, the
dealer randomly chooses one row from the six
rows of Table 1. Similarly, if the pixel in S is
white, the dealer randomly chooses one row
from the six rows of Table1.
In this method, new pixel patterns are used to
improve the contrast of reconstructed secret
image. By using the new pixel patterns for the
white pixels, the contrast of the reconstructed
secret image is improved. The method is based
on papers [8][9].
The new pixel patterns for the method are shown
on Table 1. In the case of white pixel patterns,
more pixel patterns are included in the Table 1
(new pixel patterns in the last four rows of the
white pixels). By increasing the pixel patterns
for white pixels, the contrast of the reconstructed
image can be improved without adding any
computational complexity. In this method, we
use one additional basis matrix to represent new
pixel patterns. We call the additional basis
matrix AS0. The basis matrix AS0 is used to
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share white pixels in the secret data. AS 0 can be
defined by n x m Boolean matrix, where n is the
number of shares and m is the pixel expansion
(m = 2n-1). The matrix AS0 = [asij], where, asij =
0 the jth subpixel in the ith share is black.

columns of

asij = 1 the jth subpixel in the ith share is white.

C1 = {Matrices obtained by permuting the

0

The additional matrix AS can be designed
according to the following condition.

1010
1010

+ Matrices obtained by permuting the
columns of

1000
1000

}

columns of 1001 }
0110

asij0 = 1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n and j≤1,
asij0 = 0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 2 ≤ j ≤ 2n-1
Table1. The Pixel Patterns for 2-Out-of-2 VCS with
4-Subpixel Layout

(a)

(b)

(c)

For the 2-out-of-2 VCS with four sub pixels, the
basis matrices for above pixel pattern S 0, AS0
and S1, are represented as follows:
S0 = 1010

AS0= 1000

S1 = 1001

1010

1000

0110

There are two collections of matrices, C 0 for
encoding white pixels and C1 for encoding black
pixels. The collection of matrices C0 is obtained
by permuting the columns of S0 plus permuting
the columns of AS0 and the collection of
matrices C1 is obtained by permuting the
columns of S1. The matrices C0 and C1 can be
designed as:
C0 = {Matrices obtained by permuting

(d)
Fig1. A 2-out-of-2 VCS using additional pixel
patterns (a) the original image, (b) the first share S1,
(c) the second share S2, and (d) superimposed S1 and
S2.

The α and β of the reconstructed secret data in
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this method are computed as α and β of the basis
matrices S0 and S1 plus α and β of AS0 using the
equations (2) and (4).
Then, α = 3/4 and β = 3.
We have noted that the additional matrix (AS 0)
does not satisfy the security conditions of the
traditional VCS. But this does not affect the final
security of the proposed VCS; because it
employs random basis column pixel expansion
for sharing black and white pixels.

(a)

The details of pixels in the secret image, and the
reconstructed image for figure 1 are shown in

(b)

Table 2. The Details of the Pixels of the Secret Image
and Reconstructed Image of Figure1
Image

No.
of
Black
Pixels

No.
of
White
Pixels
14234

No.
of
False
Black
Pixels
0

No.
of
False
White
Pixels
0

Secret Image

17270

Reconstructed
Secret Image

20859

10645

0

3589

(c)

The PSNR value of the original image and the
reconstructed secret image is shown in table 3.
Table3. PSNR Value of the Secret Image and
Reconstructed Image of Figure 1
Image
PSNR Value

(d)
Fig2. A 2-out-of-2 VCS using average filter (a) The
original image (b) applying filter to the share1 image

Secret Image
Reconstructed Secret
Image

9.4339

5. PROPOSED METHOD
In the proposed method an averaging filter is
applied to the two share images generated by the
additional pixel patterns method to reduce the
noise in the reconstructed secret images and also
to improve the contrast of the reconstructed
secret images.

of figure1, (c) applying filter to the share2 image of
figure1, (d) superimposition of filter applied share
images.
Table4. The Details of the Pixels of the Secret Image
and Reconstructed Image of Figure2
Image

No. of
Black
Pixels

No. of
White
Pixels

14234

No.
of
False
Black
Pixels
0

No.
of
False
White
Pixels
0

Secret Image

17270

Reconstructed
Secret Image

16990

14514

1582

1302

The details of pixels in the secret image, and the
reconstructed image for figure 2 are shown in
Table 4. The PSNR value of the original image
and the reconstructed secret image is shown in
table 5.
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Table5. PSNR Value of the Secret Image and
Reconstructed Image of Figure 2
Image

PSNR Value

Secret Image
10.2400
Reconstructed Secret Image

6. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
When we analyze Table 1 and Table 3, we see
that the reconstructed image has more white
pixels in Table 3 than in Table 1. The number of
white pixels in the reconstructed image has been
increased.
25000

20000
15000
10000

5000

Black Pixs
White Pixs

0

better contrast and also reduces the noise in the
reconstructed secret image.
The graphical representation of the existing
method and the proposed method are shown in
graph1 and graph2 respectively. By comparing
both the graphs we can see that number of white
pixels in graph2 is larger than in graph1. This
means that by applying average filter to the
share images we can improve the contrast of the
reconstructed secret image.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes a 2-out-of-2 VCS with 4subpixel layout with additional pixel patterns
scheme has no pixel expansion and has better
contrast. By applying filter to the share images
we can reduce the noise and to improve the
contrast in the reconstructed images. Future
work will is to further reducing the noise,
increasing security and edge construction in
reconstructed secret images.
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